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self parking slippers …
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The Internet of “Things”
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(diagram reproduced with permission from Professor Bashir Al-Hashimi FREng, University of Southampton)



iKettle
• Save time and remote boil from anywhere 

in the house 

• Set wake up alarms and gain an extra 5 

minutes in bed 

• Arrive home to the iKettle boiled and 

ready to pour 

• Boil ready notifications allow you to save 

energy by never having to re-heat 

• Avoid that bitter taste and brew at the right 

temperature. Choose from 65, 80, 95 and 
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IoT on the body:
devices attached to the body or inside it, such as fitness monitors,
pacemakers and smart pills that can report when they have been
ingested …
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IoT in the home:
internet connected kettles, refrigerators, heating, lights, toys, locks,
baby monitors,smart meters, alarms, cameras, televisions, voice
assistants (e.g. Alexa ™)…
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IoT in shops
Shops: self checkout, inventory control, data collection, security cameras …
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IoT in work places
robots, security, energy management, lighting, surveillance 

…
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IoT in Hospitals
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IoT in: Worksites, buildings, vehicles ..
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IoT everywhere ….
predictive maintenance, condition monitoring, control and
instrumentation, equipment location, remote control of cranes and access
platforms …

•Vehicles: control and monitoring of cars, vans, lorries, ships aircraft, condition-
based maintenance, usage analysis …

•Cities: traffic sensing and control, metro and light rail control and monitoring,
law enforcement, information and advertising displays and sensors, monitoring
and control of smart buildings, energy usage optimisation, taxi and courier
tracking, air quality monitoring …

•Outside: inter-urban and inter country navigation and real-time routing,
shipment tracking, weather sensing, fisheries protection, control, monitoring
and security of offshore platforms and wind farms …
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Examples of Benefits
Sensors in Rolls-Royce aircraft engines stream data about the engines’ usage and
condition back to the manufacturer so that they can optimise maintenance; this has allowed
them to change their business model to to sell engine usage rather than physical engines

Embedded health devices such as heart pacemakers can provide early warnings of
deteriorating medical conditions and can allow reprogramming without the need for
invasive surgery

Data from connected vehicles and consumer smartphones has allowed traffic flow to
be monitored in real time and fed back to satnavs to provide route guidance to motorists;

Connected CCTV cameras and automated numberplate recognition allow law
enforcement agencies to track vehicles in real time;

IoT devices enable retailers to manage stock levels efficiently and to detect shoplifting;

IoT devices enable monitoring of the environment in places ranging from deserts to the
Arctic and to outer space.

Streetlights in San Diego and elsewhere have CCTV and sensors for sound,
temperature, pressure, humidity, vibration, and magnetic fields. They can monitor
parking spaces, locate gunshots, report car accidents, estimate traffic density and much
more.
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Engineering Issues
• IPv4 address space is only 4,294,967,296 unique addresses

• Long lifetimes - in buildings, products or infrastructure that should last 
longer than most software stays under maintenance.

• Hostile environments: chemical, radiation, electronic, weather, marine

• Power - batteries? Harvesting power from radio waves?

• Cost?

• network access, perhaps through mesh networks

• Local legislation such as GDPR …
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Security
• IoT devices often have weak security: Mirai botnet was 

300,000 cameras, printers and DVD recorders running Linux

• Medical equipment and industrial control systems are 
networked to save cost - or by accident

• Networked devices are probed and attacked within minutes

• The threat from cyberattacks is high and growing 

• Shodan searches the whole internet - even the dark net
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Mirai Botnet device list
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Shodan
“The scariest search engine”

• crawls the Internet IP 
address space

• Finds Internet of Things 
devices such as 
webcams, printers, 
medical and control 
systems …

• It’s then easy to find open 
ports, Operating System 
type, default services -
often with default user 
names and passwords …
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Privacy
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“Although the Internet of Things can be conceived 
as billions of benign devices transmitting tiny 
amounts of data, value will be generated from 

aggregating and analysing large quantities of it. 
There is considerable research into novel 

techniques to secure connected devices, networks 
and data individually. However, protecting whole 

systems will become just as important as protecting 
individual components. In addition, people will be an 

integral part of those systems.”

UK Government Office for Science



Is there any Privacy Left?
and does it matter?
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Online cameras with default passwords
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Strava Heatmap
showing a military base in Helmund
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Regulation and Governance

• The IoT is already very important – how is it regulated?

• Inadequately - if at all

• Regulators lack the resources, the skills and often the 
legal powers to enforce safety or security

• See our recent lecture on Computer Bugs in Hospitals

• The Government has no appetite for increased regulation
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Proposed IoT Code of Practice

1. No default passwords

2. Implement a vulnerability 
disclosure policy

3. Keep software updated

4. Securely store credentials and 
security-sensitive data

5. Communicate securely

6. Minimise exposed attack surfaces

7. Ensure software integrity
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8. Ensure that personal data is 
protected

9. Make systems resilient to 
outages

10. Monitor system telemetry data

11. Make it easy for consumers to 
delete personal data

12. Make installation and 
maintenance of devices easy

13. Validate input data



Conclusions
• The IoT is here

• The IoT is important

• The IoT is growing and offers great opportunities for jobs, productivity, wealth 
creation, and improved quality of life

• The IoT will affect our lives more and more — and decisions taken this year and 
next will affect our grandchildren

But
• Security is inadequate. Safety is inadequate, regulation is inadequate … …

• We need to invest in resilience, development, training, research and education

Above all, we need strategic thinking to plan for a safe and secure digital society
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Questions?
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